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This half term continue to focus on team building and making
relationships. We will support children in negotiating with
peers and working together to achieve a goal.

This half term we continue to focus on new vocabulary, adding
to the ‘Wow Words’ wall weekly. We will be encouraging the
children to explore the meaning of words and supporting them
to extend their speech.

People Who Help Us

The children will learn the phase 3 phonics
phonemes ai, ee, igh, oa, oo, and ar and continue to
use common exception words in their writing.
We will focus on writing simple captions and simple
sentences for a purpose. We will write a pancake
recipe, invitations and thank you letters to our
visitors.

Visitors: The Police, Vet and Dentist

This term the children will learn about different jobs and ways of
life that people have. This will include visits from People Who
Help us including the Police, Vets and Dentists.

This half term we will continue to focus on
correct letter size and formation. Will we
support children in developing their scissor skills
and enhancing their fine motor skills. Thread
activities are a great way of building hand
muscles.
We will recap the value of each number to 10 in
depth and use this knowledge to support children to
answer addition and subtraction problems. The
children will continue to learn about doubling and
halving, as well as shape and time. Some children
will be ready to investigate the value of two digit
numbers.

This term we will focus on musical instruments and exploring the
different sounds they make. The children will learn how to replicate
repeated rhythms.

www.iveson-primary.co.uk/receptionblog

Reception Blog

Class Blogs: to
facilitate the
learning process,
we regularly
post learning
materials online.
The content of
the Class Blogs
will enable
parents to
support their
child at home.

